1. A goal is:

2. A goal can help you:

3. A goal I have for school is:

4. A goal I have for home is:

5. A personal goal I have is:

6. I think that I can reach 2 of my 3 goals by:
   (date)

7. To reach my school goal first I must:

8. To reach my goal at home I must:

9. Steps to reach my personal goal include:
What kinds of things do people work with in different careers? Find the words below in the puzzle. Next write a job or career beside each word that is associated with the word. Then answer the questions below.

|--------------|--------|-----------|-------|-------------|------------|--------------|------|------|-------------|---------|--------------|--------------|--------|-------------|--------|-------|-----------|-------------|-------------|---------|-------|-----------|----------|-------------|-------|-------|-----------|

1. Name 2 jobs or careers you listed above that you might like to explore:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

2. List 4 of your school subjects below and a career that might use that subject.
   1. ____________________________
   2. ____________________________
   3. ____________________________
   4. ____________________________

3. List 4 things you like below:

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe a job or career that would allow you to work with the things you like.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
HOW DO YOU
MEASURE UP?

Unscramble each measurement term. Then match the best term to the occupation.

1. SEMLI
2. SDOPUN
3. GLLMNOSA
4. PSUC
5. TEFRAHIEHG
6. ISEHCN
7. ETFE
8. SONT
9. LLLIIRSTEM
10. SYDRA

Baker:
I measure recipes using _______ of flour.

Welder:
I bend and melt metal at the correct degrees _______.

Surveyor:
I measure land boundaries for roads using _______.

Farmer:
I sell milk from my dairy cows by the _______.

Fisherman:
I am paid by the number of _______ of fish I catch.

Pharmacist:
I fill prescriptions by using _______ to measure small amounts.

Bulldozer Operator:
I move several _______ of earth and rock each day.

Interior Designer:
I measure the length of windows in _______.

Carpet Layer:
I determine the size of a carpet by measuring a room in _______.

Pilot:
I complete my flight log by filling out the number of _______ I fly.
What do we study?

Use picture and word clues to match the occupations to the things that each person studies at their job.

1. Floral Designer

Animals

2. Veterinary Technician

Plants

3. Medical Laboratory Technologist

Cells

4. Soil Conservationist

Rocks & Minerals

5. Meteorologist

Weather

6. Biologist

Toxic Gases

7. Industrial Hygienist

Ecosystems

8. Geologist

Soil & Land
What are your dreams? What do you really want to do? Fill in the blanks below.

If I could play any instrument it would be: ____________________________

If I could help anyone or anything in the world it would be: ____________________________

If I could be a writer I would write: ____________________________

If I could be a writer I would write: ____________________________

If I could be a performer I would work as: ____________________________

The best talent I could ever have would be: ____________________________

If I could get any educational degreee it would be: ____________________________

If I could go anywhere to college it would be: ____________________________

If I could play any sport professionally it would be: ____________________________

If I could have any career it would be: ____________________________

If I could live anywhere in the world it would be: ____________________________

The greatest thing that I could ever accomplish in my life would be: ____________________________

What is holding you back from reaching your dreams?